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PROMINENT MEMBERS OF FRESHMAN CLASS

EXTRA-CURRICULA
STUDENT COUNCIL

This Student Council, the first since the merger, has presented a fine example of the fairmindedness of the student body. It has assumed and executed its role of supervisor and coordinator of student activities with zeal and sincerity and harmony that had to find its way into the hearts and minds of the students.

The Council has fostered increased student activity, and though there were obstacles in the way of complete success the last few months have seen great activity among the groups organized and functioning under its aegis: the McClendon Law Club, Wiz and Maze, Seal and Scroll, Debating Team, Interlax Basketball, to name a few of the more popular. The Council has also sponsored two Law School dances, which were well attended and eminently successful.

Sincere appreciation is expressed for the invaluable advice and assistance of Mr. Lewis throughout the year. The Council feels it has cleared the way for its successor, and has made it possible for it to devote its full time and energies to the successful execution of its ordained role of supervisor of student activity and established point of contact between the student and the administration.

RALPH MANCINI
The steady day to day accumulation of statute and case law makes but little impression on the students and practitioner, its significance depending largely on whether it modifies or reiterates previously established rules of social conduct. It is the wholesome function of law reviews generally to analyze this material and to collate the results with the pre-existing law, in an effort to harmonize and clarify the law, commenting at the same time, on the desirability of altering or reinforcing established precepts.

The University of Newark Law Review is unique in its function of performing this service in relation to the decisions of a single jurisdiction. A more thorough analysis of which is capable of illuminating more clearly the general principles adhered to in most jurisdictions. This solemn responsibility is rested squarely on the shoulders of those students who undertake to pursue this activity without supervision of any paramount authority—although with the whole cooperation of the faculty and the bar. Leading articles are presented by those expert in their field. The contribution of this year’s Law Review has been to compile an exhaustive index to all material treated since 1932 by our past Law Reviews. This should make the Law Review invaluable to every practitioner in New Jersey.
THE 1937 LEGACY

With their faces besmearred and their hearts light, the Editors of the 1937 Legacy proudly present the eleventh edition of the Legacy and the first under the caption of University of Newark. Yes, we proudly present this yearbook for the appraisal of the student body prior to its acceptance by them, ready to receive either criticism, come as it may, or mayhap, a few reluctant words of praise. The hours put into this book (nights of restlessness are herein embodied), cannot be visualized by the average reader nor are they apparent to the eye, but there they are.

Last year, the Student Council treasury having very little money, if any at all, left the fate of the Legacy up to the new Council. The new Council convened, argued and then appropriated a sum of money for this book. The Editor, Julius Feinberg, was unqualifiedly approved as was the Business Manager, Joseph Goldstein, and the road cleared for the necessary operations of the Legacy.
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Last year, the Student Council trying desperately to economize, slashed the budget of the Barrister and crippled it financially so that the time of its issuance became a difficult thing to foretell. This year, going the Student Council one better, it was decided that in order to save some more, it would be feasible to share with the University of Newark Observer its print space and pay accordingly. This plan was accepted and a law staff was selected to take care of the Law School items, news and legal topics.
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SEAL AND SCROLL

This honorary extra-curricular organization was reestablished with the first year of the University of Newark Law School. Students who have given of their time and efforts for the advancement of the various activities are elected into membership at the end of the year with emblematic keys.

Master of the Seal
AMERIGO R. D’AGOSTINO
Keeper of the Scroll
SIMON A. BAHR
Members
VINCENT P. BIUNNO
RALPH V. MANCINI
JULIUS FEINBERG
SAMUEL GRAW
SIDNEY S. PRESTUP
MEYER SUGARMAN
PETER W. RODINO, JR.
JOSEPH M. GOLDSTEIN
SEYMOUR ISAACMAN
WILLIAM F. LITTLE, JR.

Honorary Members
DEAN SPAULDING FRAZER
PROFESSOR GEORGE S. HARRIS

PROFESSOR ARTHUR R. LEWIS

McCLELLAND LAW CLUB

This club founded in 1919 has just completed another successful year. A miniature moot trial was held by the Junior Class members in December with Professor Lewis sitting as Judge. The main event of the year was the Grand Moot Trial annually staged at the Essex County Courthouse, in Newark.
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WIG AND MACE

Wig and Mace in the ten years of its existence has grown to be one of the foremost of the many scholastic societies at the University of Newark.

The Constitution of this society relates that Wig and Mace shall be "a union of certain students, grouped together to further and advance their legal attainments and to mutually aid one another in an understanding and application of the principles of law and ethics as taught in the University of Newark." These objects have been effectuated by means of lectures, pertinent legal topics by able speakers, debates, practice in analyzing cases and arguing on behalf of fictitious litigants and moot trials.

Wig and Mace is very fortunate to have as its advisor, Professor Scarborough, who is always ready and willing to help any student out of any scholastic difficulties.

OFFICERS OF SENIOR CHAPTER

Lord Chief Justice
ALBERT M. DANTON

Associate Justice
ERNEST GATTA

Master of the Rolls
MEYER SUGARMAN

Chancellor of the Exchequer
ROLAND GEORGE

Fred English
Isadore Fierstein

Other Members

Paul Fleischer
Charles Kingsbury

JUNIOR CHAPTER

Granata, Nicola, Gertner, Romanzion, Michaelson
Eichler, Drasin, Salzman, Mazer, Gold, Rubin, Popper
Smith, Luber, Orlando, Sheik, Sennachuk

FRESHMAN CHAPTER

Honig, Klinglesperger, Kregman, Sasser
Schwartz, Wilborn, McDonough, Dixon, Epstein, Scott, Grad
Dvorin, Casteel, Hureau, Ingham, Hurwitz, Kraybill
DEBATING TEAM

The Law School of the University of Newark has successfully completed its first debating season. Outstanding among the debates was the encounter with the University of Pennsylvania. The debate was held in Griffith's Auditorium on March 18, 1937. The subject of the evening was "Resolved, that Congress be empowered to regulate minimum wages and maximum hours for industry." The Law School upheld the affirmative and was ably represented by Amerigo D'Agostino, Peter Rodino and S. Alvin Bahr.

Other debates included Rutgers University, Middletown Junior College and John Marshall School of Law. The latter debate was held before the Lions Club of Newark. Members on these debate teams included besides those already mentioned, George Haney, Edward McDonough and Samuel Grad. The general schedule was prepared by the manager, Edwin Gasparini.

A great deal of credit for the organization and success of the debating team is due to the efforts of the acting coach, S. Alvin Bahr, who worked under the guidance of Frederick H. Groedl, the faculty advisor.
The twenty-second year of its existence has found Pitney Senate in a very flourishing condition. The beginning of the school year found the ranks practically wiped clean by graduation. From the several men remaining arose an organization which has been most prominent in the school life.

The legal programs of the Senate have been featured by talks and discussions of the leaders of the bench, bar, and teaching profession.

Among the feature social programs were a very successful Grand Smoker held in the first semester. The second semester has witnessed equally fine affairs notably the annual formal dance held at the Montclair Athletic Club. Plans laid for the Annual Founders Day Banquet indicate a continuance of the fine affairs of this year.

Due credit must be given to the others for their diligence in their fraternal duties and to the fine co-operation shown by all the members without exception.

The twenty-second chapter in the history of Pitney Senate has indeed proved profitable. Prospects for next year are even brighter, if possible, since only a few of the members are scheduled to graduate.

The Senate extends its best wishes to its graduates, its alumni of all the twenty-two years, and to the school body.

NATIONAL LEGAL FRATERNITY OF LAMBDA ALPHA PHI

Nearly a score of years ago was born the National Legal Fraternity of Lambda Alpha Phi. Its growth was steady and significant. Today it stands vigorous and renowned, one of the foremost legal fraternities in the United States.

The Alpha Chapter now known as the Samuel Kalisch Senate, calls the University of Newark Law School its home. Accomplishments of fraters both in Law School and in the profession of law have been singularly praiseworthy; honorary members famed in the legal world grace the fraternity roster.

Unwilling to isolate itself from social activity, Lambda Alpha Phi fraters have entered communal life with marked results. Interest is keyed to a new high. Lambda Alpha Phi is looking forward to one of the most productive periods of its existence.
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NATHAN RUBIN
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HAROLD POPPER
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JOSEPH M. GOLDSMITH
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